Polymorphisms of the ribonucleotide reductase M1 gene and sensitivity to platin-based chemotherapy in non-small cell lung cancer.
Ribonucleotide reductase catalyzes the rate limiting step of deoxyribonucleotide formation, a crucially important step in DNA synthesis and repair. The regulatory subunit M1 of ribonucleotide reductase (RRM1) is the necessary part of the RR function and controls substrate specificity and global on/off enzyme activity. Despite recent research progress, the role of RRM1 in lung cancer sensitivity to chemotherapeutics remains to be elucidated. This study was to investigate the relationship between polymorphisms of the RRM1 gene and sensitivity to platinum-based chemotherapy in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Genomic DNA samples from 214 NSCLC patients treated with platinum-based chemotherapy were used to determine the RRM1 promoter allelotypes. The RR37CC-RR524TT was the most frequent allelotype (38.50%), followed by RR37AC-RR524CT (26.76%) and RR37CC-RR524CT (14.95%). The average response rate for chemotherapy was 44.4%. The response rates to the treatment regimens in the RR37CC-RR524TT, RR37AC-RR524CT and RR37CC-RR524CT allelotypes were 43.9%, 52.6%, and 51.6%, respectively. The response rates to therapy among patients with RRM1 (-)524 allelotypes were significantly different (p=0.046), whereas that among patients with RRM1 (-)37 allelotypes were not significant. Further analysis showed that the response rate in the patients with RR524CT allelotype (52.3%) was the highest, compared with that with RR37CC-RR524TT allelotype (43.9%, p=0.28), or the Others (RR524CC and RR37AC-RR524TT, 30.2%, p=0.02). Our results suggest that the RR524CT allelotype may be associated with an increased sensitivity to platinum-based chemotherapy in NSCLC. Further research on determining RR524CT as a clinical marker for predicting response to platinum-based therapy in NSCLC patients is warranted.